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The Western Films of Robert Mitchum Gene Freese 2019-10-31 Robert Mitchum was--and still is--one of Hollywood's defining stars of Western
film. For more than 30 years, the actor played the weary and cynical cowboy, and his rough-and-tough presence on-screen was no different
than his one off-screen. With a personality fit for western-noir, Robert Mitchum dominated the genre during the mid-20th century, and
returned as the anti-hero again during the 1990s before his death. This book lays down the life of Mitchum and the films that established
him as one of Hollywood's strongest and smartest horsemen. Going through early classics like Pursued (1947) and Blood on the Moon (1948) to
more recent cult favorites like Tombstone (1993) and Dead Man (1995), Freese shows how Mitchum's nuanced portrayals of the iconic anti-hero
of the West earned him his spot in the Cowboy Hall of Fame.
The Whale Warriors Peter Heller 2007 A dramatic rendering of life aboard a whale-saving pirate ship traces the efforts of a vigilante crew
to stop illegal Japanese whaling in the Antarctica seas, in an account that profiles the Sea Shepherd Society of radical environmentalists
and the charismatic captain Paul Watson. 35,000 first printing.
Congressional Record United States. Congress 1952 The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates
in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
The Gatekeeper Alfred R. Schneider 2001-03-01 From 1960 to 1990, Alfred R. Schneider served as head of standards and practices, or "chief
censors," for the ABC television network. From his unique vantage point, Schneider managed issues of taste and morality that determined what
millions of U.S. viewers watched. During his tenure the nation's attitudes changed drastically, as did the content shown on American
airwaves. Controversies arose about TV's influence on children, its portrayal of violence, and its introduction of once taboo subjects.
The Postmodern Adventure Steven Best 2020-11-26 This compelling book explores the challenges to theory, politics, and human identity that
we face on the threshold of the third millennium. It follows on the successor of Best and Kellner's two previous books, Postmodern Theory,
acclaimed as the best critical introduction to the field - and The Postmodern Turn, which provides a powerful mapping of postmodern
developments developments in the arts, politics, science, and theory. In The Postmodern Adventure, Best and Kellner analyze a broad array of
literary, cultural, and political phenomena from fiction, film, science, and the Internet, to globalization and the rise of a transnational
image culture.
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Yukon Melody Webb 1993-01-01 Covering vast distances in time and space, Yukon: The Last Frontier begins with the early Russian fur trade on
the Aleutian Islands and closes with what Melody Webb calls "the technological frontier." Colorful and impeccably researched, her history of
the Yukon Basin of Canada and Alaska shows how much and how little has changed there in the last two centuries. Successive waves of traders,
trappers, miners, explorers, soldiers, missionaries, settlers, steamboat pilots, road builders, and aviators have come to the Yukon,
bringing economic and social changes, but the immense land "remains virtually untouched by permanent intrusions." ø
Water - Der Kampf beginnt Paolo Bacigalupi 2016-03-21 Das Wasser wird knapp: ein düsterer, actiongeladener Blick auf die Apokalypse Der USamerikanische Südwesten kämpft erbittert um die letzten Wasserreserven und die Rechte am Colorado River. Das Gebiet wird von heftigen
Sandstürmen heimgesucht, ganze Millionenstädte verelenden. Wer es sich leisten kann, wohnt in luxuriösen Arkologien, jeder andere ist Hitze,
Staub und Nahrungsknappheit ausgesetzt. Kriminalität und Korruption greifen um sich. Angel Velasquez gehört zu einem Spezialeinsatzkommando
der Wasserbehörde von Nevada, das die Reservoirs des Bundesstaates verteidigt und notfalls auch mit illegalen Methoden erweitert. Als das
Gerücht aufkommt, dass in Phoenix eine neue Wasserquelle aufgetaucht ist, wird er dort hingeschickt, um zu ermitteln. Dabei trifft er die
Journalistin Lucy Monroe, die der Quelle ebenfalls auf der Spur ist. Die beiden werden in einen Strudel aus Verrat und Gewalt hineingezogen,
und Angel steht plötzlich im Fadenkreuz seiner eigenen Leute.
The Sunset 1923
Our Sunday Visitor's Family Guide to Movies and Videos Our Sunday Visitor, inc 1999 This giant reference is the only book that tells you
whether a movie is really healthy to watch for a Catholic family. Includes both MPAA and USCC ratings, plus plot descriptions and reviews
from a Christian perspective.
What Price Hollywood? Elyce Rae Helford 2020-06-23 During the early Hollywood sound era, studio director George Cukor produced nearly fifty
films in as many years, famously winning the Best Director Oscar at the 1964 Academy Awards for My Fair Lady. His collaborations with socalled difficult actresses such as Katharine Hepburn, Judy Garland, and Marilyn Monroe unsettled producers even as his ticket sales lined
their pockets. Fired from Gone with the Wind for giving Vivien Leigh more screen time than Clark Gable, Cukor quickly earned a double-sided
reputation as a "woman's director." While the label celebrated his ability to help actresses deliver their best performances, the epithet
also branded the gay director as suitable only for work on female-centered movies such as melodramas and romantic comedies. Desperate for
success after a failed drag film nearly ended his career, Cukor swore to work within Hollywood's constraints. Nevertheless, What Price
Hollywood? Gender and Sex in the Films of George Cukor finds that Cukor continued to explore gender and sexuality on-screen. Drawing on a
broad array of theoretical lenses, Elyce Rae Helford examines how Cukor's award-winning films—titles including My Fair Lady and The
Philadelphia Story—as well as his lesser-known films engage Hollywood masculinity and gender performativity through camp, drag, and mixed
genres. Blending biography with critical analysis of more than twenty-five films, What Price Hollywood? tells the story of a once-in-ageneration director who produced some of the best films in history.
Authoritarian Liberalism and the Transformation of Modern Europe Michael A. Wilkinson 2021-06-10 This book uses constitutional analysis and
theory to explore the transformation of Europe from the post-war era until the Euro-crisis. Authoritarian liberalism has developed over
these years and, as the book suggests, is now perhaps reaching its limit. This book uses history and theory to reveal the EU's journey and
highlight future challenges.
ABIA: South and Southeast Asian Art and Archaeology Index Sita Pieris 2010-11-19 Volume Three offers 1643 annotated records on publications
regarding the art and archaeology of South Asia, Central Asia and Tibet selected from the ABIA Index database at www.abia.net which were
published between 2002 and 2007.
Billboard 1957-04-29 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A Biographical Dictionary of Silent Film Western Actors and Actresses George A. Katchmer 2015-05-20 Long before sound became an essential
part of motion pictures, Westerns were an established genre. The men and women who brought to life cowboys, cowgirls, villains, sidekicks,
distressed damsels and outraged townspeople often continued with their film careers, finding success and fame well into the sound
era--always knowing that it was in silent Westerns that their careers began. More than a thousand of these once-silent Western players are
featured in this fully indexed encyclopedic work. Each entry includes a detailed biography, covering both personal and professional
milestones and a complete Western filmography. A foreword is supplied by Diana Serra Cary (formerly the child star "Baby Peggy"), who
performed with many of the actors herein.
Cosmopolitan 1921
Heller Jim Byrnes 2017-09-08 The first exciting new western in a brand-new series from the legendary Jim Byrnes who wrote many episodes of
the long-running western show "Gunsmoke," and the acclaimed Western TV series "The Sacketts."The Civil War behind him, Heller is a man who

never looks for trouble... but trouble finds him. Rescuing an independent, spirited stallion from being shot by its enraged owner, man and
horse are on the run. The stallion's owner, a rich rancher, brands Heller a horse thief and hires a trio of bounty hunters to track him
down. The rancher pledges to hang Heller and shoot the renegade horse. The pursuit takes Heller and the stallion into the treacherous
Badlands of the Arizona Territory. The year is 1867.Traveling the Badlands, Heller encounters two women, mother and daughter, escaping an
overzealous religious cult. They have survived a band of savage Comancheros who have raided the isolated homestead. Heller knows he can't
risk saddling himself with a pair of helpless females. He is also aware the Comancheros are slave traders in search of women ofany age. In a
rare show of compassion and against his better judgement, he takes them with him, venturing deeper into the Badlands.This is western action
at it's best--if you enjoy the books of Brad Dennison, Alex Cord, Paul L. Thompson and David Watts--you will LOVE "HELLER!"
Fiction, Folklore, Fantasy & Poetry for Children, 1876-1985 R.R. Bowker 1986
The elementary school journal 1947
Yukon Melody Webb 1993 Covering vast distances in time and space, Yukon: The Last Frontier begins with the early Russian fur trade on the
Aleutian Islands and closes with what Melody Webb calls 'the technological frontier'. Colourful and impeccably researched, her history of
the Yukon Basin of Canada and Alaska shows how much and how little has changed there in the last two centuries. Successive waves of traders,
trappers, miners, explorers, soldiers, missionaries, settlers, steamboat pilots, road builders, and aviators have come to the Yukon,
bringing economic and social changes, but the immense land 'remains virtually untouched by permanent intrusions.'
Law, Relationality and the Ethical Life Tom Frost 2021-08-31 This first book-length study into the influence of Emmanuel Levinas on the
thought and philosophy of Giorgio Agamben, Law, Relationality and the Ethical Life, demonstrates how Agamben’s immanent thought can be read
as presenting a compelling, albeit flawed, alternative to Levinas’s ethics of the Other. The publication of the English translation of The
Use of Bodies in 2016 ended Giorgio Agamben’s 20-year multi-volume Homo Sacer study. Over this time, Agamben’s thought has greatly
influenced scholarship in law, the wider humanities and social sciences. This book places Agamben’s figure of form-of-life in relation to
Levinasian understandings of alterity, relationality and the law. Considering how Agamben and Levinas craft their respective forms of
embodied existence – that is, a fully-formed human that can live an ethical life – the book considers Agamben’s attempt to move beyond
Levinasian ethics through the liminal figures of the foetus and the patient in a persistent vegetative state. These figures, which Agamben
uses as examples of bare life, call into question the limits of Agamben’s non-relational use and form of existence. As such, it is argued,
they reveal the limitations of Agamben’s own ethics, whilst suggesting that his ‘abandoned’ project can and must be taken further. This book
will be of interest to scholars, researchers, graduate students and anyone with an interest in the thought of Giorgio Agamben and Emmanuel
Levinas in the fields of law, philosophy, the humanities and the social sciences.
"Shad," a Biography of Lloyd "Shad" Heller Margaret Newton 1982
The Condor 1911
American Studies Jack Salzman 1990-05-25 This volume supplements the acclaimed three volume set published in 1986 and consists of an
annotated listing of American Studies monographs published between 1984 and 1988. There are more than 6,000 descriptive entries in a wide
range of categories: anthropology and folklore, art and architecture, history, literature, music, political science, popular culture,
psychology, religion, science and technology, and sociology.
New Mexico Magazine 1957
Das Ende der Sterne wie Big Hig sie kannte Peter Heller 2013-04-19 Die Welt ist untergegangen, aber Hig hat überlebt. Ebenso sein einziger
Nachbar, ein menschenfeindlicher Waffennarr mit dem Herz auf dem rechten Fleck, der ihn - brutal, aber verlässlich - beschützt. Hig lebt im
Hangar eines verwilderten Flughafens und tuckert mit einer alten Cessna übers Gelände, sein Hund Jaspar ist sein treuer Copilot. Man schlägt
sich halt so durch. Dann empfängt er plötzlich ein Funksignal. Gibt es doch noch Leben, jenseits seines kleinen Flughafens? Hig beginnt eine
abenteuerliche Reise, und was er entdeckt, übertrifft seine schlimmsten Ängste - und seine größte Hoffnung.
Seven Days to Hell William W. Johnstone 2017-01-31 A Texas sheriff joins forces with legendary desperado Cullen Baker in a fight against a
land-grabbing baron in this historical Western adventure. Lawman Sam Heller is busy enough keeping the peace in Hangtree, Texas. But when he
saves the life of a gunslinger on the trail from East Texas, the young man makes an audacious request—that Heller trek with him back across
a desert held by brutal outlaws to save one more. Bill made the journey to Hangtree to get help for a friend—quick-draw artist Cullen
Baker—who’s fighting to save the Torrent River from a robber baron. Baker’s old pal Johnny Cross has agreed to lend a bullet or two, and
with Sam Heller at their side, the odds are even better. When the ammo’s loaded and the triggers are cocked, the Torrent will flow red with
blood . . .
Freedom and Dissatisfaction in the Works of Agnes Heller Lucy Jane Ward 2016-12-27 In this book, Lucy Jane Ward argues that although
contemporary scholarship tends to divide Agnes Heller's work chronologically in terms of her “Marxist” and subsequent “post-Marxist”
periods, a closer reading reveals her work as a continuing engagement both with and against Marx's idea of the human being rich in need.
King Mabry Louis L'Amour 1979
Crow's Pacific Coast Lumber Digest 1957
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica: Micropædia 1986
Engaging Agnes Heller Katie Terezakis 2009-03-16 This collection of essays examines the life and thought of Agnes Heller, who rose to
international acclaim as a Marxist dissident in Eastern Europe, then went on to develop one of the most comprehensive oeuvres in
contemporary philosophy, putting forward a distinctive ethical theory and analyses of a vast range of topics covering most every
philosophical area. Here, philosophers, sociologists, journalists, and political scientists contextualize, compare and assess different
elements of Heller's work; the collection as a whole highlights relevant shifts within that work as well as its intrinsic consistency.
Essays in the collection address the relationship between philosophy, political practice and everyday life, Heller's theory of modernity and
her ethical theory, her recent scholarship on comedy and the Biblical book of Genesis, her theories of radical needs and radical politics,
her aesthetic theory, and questions about her relationship to feminist theory. The collection includes Heller's reflections on the collected
essays, as well as an early essay on her mentor LukOcs that exposes her own steadfast engagement with certain practical and philosophical
issues throughout her life's work.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1972
Western Jewry and the Zionist Project, 1914-1933 Michael Berkowitz 2003-04-10 This 1996 study of the Zionist movement in Germany, Britain,
and the United States recognizes 'Western Zionism' as a distinctive force. From the First World War until the rise of Hitler, the Zionist
movement encouraged Jews to celebrate aspects of a reborn Jewish nationality and sovereignty in Palestine, while at the same time
acknowledging that their members would mostly 'stay put' and strive toward acculturation in their current homelands. The growth of a Zionist
consciousness among Western Jews is juxtaposed with the problematic nurturing of the movement's institutions, as Zionism was consumed
increasingly by fundraising. In the 1930s, Zionist images assumed a progressively greater share of secular Jewish identity, and Zionism
became normalized in the social landscape of Western Jewry, but the organization faltered in translating its popularity into a means of
'saving the Jews' and 'building up' the national home in Palestine.
Sunset 1923
Heller with a Gun Louis L'Amour 2004-02-03 Tom Healy was in trouble. His theatrical troupe needed to get to Alder Gulch, Montana, and the
weather was turning. Andy Barker promised Tom he could get them there safely, but Tom was reluctant to trust him: he had the lives of three
actresses to consider, and his personal feelings for Janice further heightened his concern. Then King Mabry showed up. Although Tom didn’t
like the way he looked at Janice, he could see that Mabry made Barker uneasy. So Tom invited Mabry to join them. Tom was right to be
worried, because Barker had a plan. He knew that the wagons carried something more than actors and scenery. He and his men were going to
steal it any way they could. And that included murder.
Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes Neil McCaw 2019-11-15 Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes contains a variety of information
about Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories, as both narratives and also cultural phenomena. The volume will help readers look deeper
into those stories and the meanings of the various reference points within them, as well as achieving a deeper understanding of the range of
contexts of Holmes, Conan Doyle, and detective fiction as a genre. This book examines the broad global Sherlock Holmes phenomenon related to
the ways in which the stories have been adapted into a range of other media, as well as the cultural status of Holmes all over the world.
Historical Dictionary of Sherlock Holmes contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has
over 1,000 cross-referenced entries that contain detailed examinations of the themes and features of the 60 stories that make up the
Sherlock Holmes canon. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Arthur Conan
Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories.
Western Movie References in American Literature Henryk Hoffmann 2012-10-09 References to western movies scattered over some 250 works by
more than 130 authors constitute the subject matter of this book, arranged in an encyclopedic format. The entries are distributed among
western movies, television series, big screen and television actors, western writers, directors and miscellaneous topics related to the
genre. The data cover films from The Great Train Robbery (1903) to No Country for Old Men (2007) and the entries include many western film
milestones (from The Aryan through Shane to Unforgiven), television classics (Gunsmoke, Bonanza) and great screen cowboys of both “A” and

“B” productions.
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